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Membrane oxygenators or artificial lungs have become a reliable and live saving clinical technique. To limit side
effects on blood platelet parameters the high extrinsic surface introduced by the hollow fiber membrane packing
has to be decreased. This adjustment must be accompanied with an improvement of gas exchange performance
to guarantee sufficient blood gas transfer. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) provides a spatial and temporal
resolution of the membrane oxygenation process and enables systematic optimization of artificial lungs. In scope
of this research a new CFD approach to examine the gas exchange performance of oxygenators was developed.
Blood and sweep gas flow in the fiber packing as well as blood gas exchange through the membrane between
blood and sweep fluid are fully resolved and simulated. The results were compared to in vitro experiments
comprising determination of blood side pressure loss and CO2 exchange performance of a prototype membrane
module. While flow simulations were conducted for the complete prototype module, gas exchange simulations
were limited to a representative fiber packing segment. The presented simulation approach provides a basis for
the design of future artificial lungs.

1. Introduction
Artificial lungs or extracorporeal membrane oxygenators (ECMOs) are medical devices to supplement the
respiratory function during cardiopulmonary bypass, or support patients suffering from respiratory failure
(Federspiel and Henchir, 2008). In state-of-the-art oxygenators, blood gas exchange is enabled by hollow fiber
membranes. In these devices blood flows on the shell side of the packing, while the fiber lumen is swept with
O2. CO2 and O2 are exchanged through the membrane following the partial pressure gradient. To provide
sufficient gas exchange a membrane area of up to 2.5 m 2 is built into oxygenators. This large extrinsic surface
area has serious effects on platelets and clotting factors (Jaffer et al., 2018). Therefore, the focus in optimization
of membrane oxygenators lies in minimizing membrane area while maximizing the gas exchange rates. Using
experimental methods for the necessary development iterations is usually very time consuming, expensive and
limited to pointwise data. In contrast, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) can provide a rather fast and flexible
platform for the investigation of different designs and operational parameters. CFD also delivers a spatial and
temporal resolution of the process.
Various CFD simulation approaches to describe the gas exchange process in oxygenators were proposed.
Saving computational costs Zhang et al. (2007) modeled the fiber packing as homogenous porous medium
using Darcy’s law to modify the momentum equation. Gas exchange was then implemented using a uniform
source term in the packing. The source term is computed based on Sherwood correlations which in turn have
to be determined experimentally for different packing densities and flow arrangements (Low et al., 2017). As the
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blood flow through the fiber packing is not resolved, the main blood gas transport resistance in oxygenators –
blood gas concentration polarization layer attached to the membrane surface (Federspiel and Henchir, 2008) –
cannot be examined. Due to the high number of computational cells which are necessary to represent the
geometry of a fiber packing, simulations that compute the flow and blood gas transport in the packing are
computationally expensive. Additionally, the strong concentration gradients of the blood gases in the polarization
layer make a high cell refinement aligned with the fiber surface mandatory (Dzhonova-Atanasova et al., 2018).
Gas transport simulations are limited to microscopic geometries such as single fibers and periodic fiber
arrangements (Low et al., 2017) or parts of packings (Hormes et al., 2011). To reduce computational effort and
simulation complexity gas transport in the membrane and sweep gas flow are neglected. Instead a fixed uniform
partial pressure is applied on the blood side fiber surfaces as boundary condition for the specie balances.
Ambitions to simulate the gas transport in the lumen or the membrane are rare. To the authors best knowledge
only one study was exploiting this research field. Taskin et al. (2010) additionally resolved the membrane wall
and simulated the oxygen transport in a small packing of an experimental oxygenator. With this approach, they
were capable to consider the membrane gas transport resistance and could show that the common boundary
condition method leads to an overprediction of oxygen exchange rates by the factor of two due to the negligence
of the membrane resistance. Moreover, gas transport in the sweep flow was not simulated.
In this work a novel CFD approach is presented. In addition to blood side and membrane wall also the fiber
lumen side is added to the simulation domain. Sweep gas and blood flow as well as gas transport in blood,
membrane and sweep fluid are then simulated simultaneously. This allows to evaluate the CO 2 enrichment of
sweep flow and provides the possibility to assess different fiber geometries and membrane materials. In order
to carry out these simulations the inhouse developed multi-region solver membrane Foam (Haddadi et al., 2018)
was utilized. To limit computational costs, the simulated geometry was reduced to a representative packing
segment of a prototype hollow fiber membrane module. To determine adequate velocity boundary conditions
blood flow simulations of the whole prototype module were conducted in a preliminary study. Pressure drop in
dependency from the blood flow rate as well as gas exchange performance of the membrane module were
evaluated experimentally during in vitro tests using bovine blood. Results of both simulations are compared with
the experimental data.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 In vitro tests
CO2 removal performance tests of a prototype module were conducted in an in vitro recirculation loop. This loop
consists of a centrifugal pump (BPX-80, Medtronic), an extracorporeal membrane oxygenator (ECMO Adult,
Eurosets) and the prototype module (Figure 1a). Bovine blood was provided by the teaching and research farm
of the University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna. All tests were performed under the ethics proposal GZ:
66.009/0007/V/3b/2018. Blood (1,000 mL/min) was pumped through the shell side of the ECMO and the
prototype module. A clamp-on ultrasonic flow probe (SONOFLOW CO.55/080) monitored the blood flow rate.
Blood temperature was maintained at 37 °C using the ECMO heat exchanger. The ECMO fiber lumen were
swept with a N2/CO2 saturation stream to enrich the blood with CO2, setting a pathological partial pressure level
of 50 mmHg. CO2 was then removed from blood in the prototype module. Three blood samples were taken
before and after the prototype module and analyzed with a blood gas analyzer (ABL500 FLEX, Radiometer
Medical A/S). The prototype module was swept with pure O2 (1 L/min) for CO2 removal. To regulate the sweep
gas flows of the ECMO and the prototype module, three mass flow controllers (GF40, Brooks) were facilitated.
Outgoing sweep gas flow rates were recorded using a piston stroke volumetric measurement device (Defender
510, Bios DryCal). To determine the gas exchange performance, CO2 concentration in the outgoing sweep gas
flow of the prototype module was measured (BINOS 100 M, Emerson). To gain the pressure characteristics of
the modules all pressures were measured using miniaturized pressure transmitters (AMS 4711, Analog
Microelectronics). Besides CO2 removal performance tests, blood side pressure loss over the prototype module
was measured for different blood flows ranging from 1,200 to 2,900 mL/min.
The membrane module (Figure 1b) contains a hollow fiber packing shaped in the form of a hollow cylinder. The
packing has an outer diameter of 14 mm and an inner diameter of 6 mm. It has an active fiber length of 100 mm
and is positioned coaxially in the module, shaping an outer ring gap of 3 mm. Blood inlet and outlet pipes are
also positioned coaxially at the ends of the module. As flow guidance a plug placed at the middle of the module
blocks the blood flow in the central channel, forcing a transverse flow through the packing. Approximately 410
fibers (Membrana Oxyplus® 90/200 PMP, 3M) were incorporated into the module. Tangential and radial spacing
between the fibers measures 220 and 200 µm.
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Figure 1: a) Scheme of in vitro recirculation loop with prototype module, oxygenator (Oxy) and ECMO pump. b)
Blood guiding parts of the membrane module with cut through the membrane packing.
2.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics
For all fluid dynamic simulations, the opensource toolbox OpenFOAM® 4.1 (ESI Group, Paris, France) was
used. As a preliminary study, blood flow through the whole prototype module was simulated to gain pressure
loss and velocity distribution. Therefore, the finite volume formulation of the steady incompressible NavierStokes equation was solved applying the PIMPLE algorithm. Due to the narrow space between fibers and a
Reynolds number of about 1,600 in the inlet pipe the flow was assumed laminar and no turbulence model was
applied. Second order discretization schemes (Van Leer) were utilized. A uniform inlet velocity at the beginning
of the inlet pipe was set and varied to match inlet flow rates ranging from 800 to 3,000 mL/min. At all walls,
including membrane surfaces a no-slip condition was applied. At the end of the outlet pipe a fixed uniform value
of 0 Pa was set. For the remaining boundaries zero gradient conditions were imposed. While there are efforts
to model the multiphase character of blood (Gonzalez & Rojas-Solorzano, 2016), a single-phase approach was
chosen here to reduce computational costs. The influence of the shear thinning rheological behavior of blood
on the flow field was examined by conducting simulations with two viscosity models, Newtonian and power law.
For Newtonian viscosity, the kinematic viscosity of bovine blood was used. For the power law model coefficients
for human blood were chosen.
Flow and gas transport in a representative packing segment of the prototype module were simulated using
membraneFoam. The multi-region solver was developed based on OpenFOAM®. The flows in the single regions
which are separated by the membrane surface are computed separately but are coupled by transmembrane
flux (Ji ) which is implemented as volumetric source term at the membrane surface and calculated based on
partial pressure difference (Δpi ), membrane permeance (P) and membrane surface area (A) of the computational
cell (Haddadi et al., 2018). Due to the generic architecture of membraneFoam the solver can be applied to any
(environmental relevant) membrane processes including biogas upgrading, CO 2 separation and pervaporation
of ABE (acetone, butanol, ethanol) fermentation products.
𝐽𝑖 = 𝑃 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ Δ𝑝𝑖

(1)

Blood region – gas transport simulation
Solver, discretization schemes, turbulence model and boundary conditions for the continuous shell side blood
region were set equally to the preliminary flow simulations described above. To model the CO2 transport, the
different CO2-related species, dissolved CO2 and bicarbonate were summarized to one total CO2 specie. The
CO2 partial pressure (𝑝𝐶𝑂2 ) was then calculated based on the concentration of this single specie (𝑐𝐶𝑂2,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 )
(Svitek and Federspiel, 2008).
𝑐𝐶𝑂2,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑞 ∙ 𝑝𝐶𝑂2 𝑡 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑞 = 0.128 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑡 = 0.369

(2)

Assuming a constant dissociation slope 𝜆 = 𝛿𝑐𝐶𝑂2 ⁄𝛿𝑝𝐶𝑂2 at clinically relevant CO2 partial pressures of
approximately 50 mmHg a diffusion coefficient of total CO2 (𝐷𝐶𝑂2,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ) can be expressed using the solubility of
dissolved CO2 (𝛼𝐶𝑂2 ) and diffusion coefficients of dissolved CO2 (𝐷𝐶𝑂2 ) and bicarbonate (𝐷𝐻𝐶𝑂3− ):
𝐷𝐶𝑂2,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐷𝐻𝐶𝑂3− + (𝐷𝐶𝑂2 − 𝐷𝐻𝐶𝑂3− )

𝛼𝐶𝑂2
𝜆

(3)

Lumen and membrane region – gas transport simulation
Compressible gas flow in the fiber lumen is simulated using the PIMPLE algorithm. To reduce computational
cost the sweep fluid manifold and the sweep fluid collector at the end of the fibers were not included in the
simulation domain. Each simulated fiber has a single inlet and outlet. Discretization and boundary conditions
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are set up equal to the blood region. Due to the small lumen diameter no turbulence model is applied. The
CO2/O2 mixture is modeled as an ideal mixture. Gas viscosity was calculated based on Sutherland (Sutherland,
1893). The membrane region was set up similar to the lumen region. As the permeating gases are confined in
the porous substructure of the membrane wall it was assumed that gas transport is solely of diffusive and not
advective nature. Hence velocity in the membrane was set uniformly to zero. To account for the pore structure
of the membrane the diffusion coefficient of the permeating species in the gas filled pores 𝐷𝑖,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 was corrected
according to Lu et al. (2008). In Eq(4) 𝜏 is the tortuosity and 𝜖 the porosity of the membrane wall. Diffusion
through the membrane material was neglected because of the significantly lower diffusion coefficient.
𝐷𝑖 = 𝐷𝑖,𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠

𝜖

(4)

𝜏

3. Results
3.1 In vitro results
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Blood side pressure loss in the prototype module is low and ranges from 40 mmHg at 850 mL/min to
approximately 270 mmHg at 2,890 mL/min. The correlation between blood side pressure loss in the prototype
module and blood flow rate is illustrated in Figure 2a. For a blood flow rate of 1,280 mL/min and an O2 sweep
flow of 983 mL STP/min, a CO2 removal rate of 10.8 mL STP/min was recorded. This equals a specific
transmembrane CO2 flux of 220 mL STP/min/m2. A hematocrit of approximately 30 % was determined for the
bovine blood which matches well with literature data (Windberger et al., 2003) but is significantly lower than the
average for human blood (45 %) (Galdi et al., 2008).
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Figure 2: a) Pressure drop in the prototype module in dependency of blood flow rate, determined by experiments
(x) and CFD using different viscosity models: Newtonian (█) and power law (▲). b) Radial velocity within the
packing determined with CFD at four different radial positions (ϕ) in dependency of the fibre packing length.
3.2 Computational fluid dynamics results
Blood side pressure loss over the membrane module was computed based on flow simulations. Applying the
power law with model coefficients for human blood leads to an underprediction of the pressure loss
(approximately 12 mmHg at 800 mL/min, 20 mmHg at 1800 mL/min). Using Newtonian viscosity of bovine blood
allows an accurate prediction of the pressure loss at flow rates lower than 1,800 mL/min (Figure 2a). A deviation
of 11 % must be observed at a flow of 3000 mL/min. Based on the velocity distribution the radial velocity was
computed. The average radial velocity amounts to 0.03 m/s. Radial velocities vary more before the plug (0 – 45
mm) than after the plug (55 – 100 mm) (Figure 2b). Therefore, the blood flow appears to be better distributed
after the plug. This can also be seen in Figure 3 which shows the radial velocity plots at different longitudinal
positions in the packing. Due to the more homogenous distribution after the plug (50 mm) the flow fields at 60
and 80 mm deviate less from each other than those at 20 and 40 mm.
Figure 4 shows the results of the micro scale CO2 transport simulation. An ideal cross flow set-up for eight fibres
in staggered and non-staggered arrangement was simulated. Since the macroscopic flow simulations show that
the fibers are mostly positioned in the slipstream of each other this work is focusing on non-staggered
arrangement only. Peak velocity (0.03 m/s) between fibres matches the radial velocity of the macroscopic flow
simulation. The parabolic velocity profiles of the permeate gas flow show a maximum velocity of 2.5 m/s at
permeate flow rates of 1 L/min. As reported in literature (Federspiel & Henchir, 2008), the concentration
polarization layer is accountable for the main drop in driving force for transmembrane flux.

radial velocity [m/s]
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Figure 3: Radial velocity profiles at different distances to the inlet pipe entry into the membrane packing.
CO2 partial pressure in blood decreases from 50 mmHg outside the boundary layer to around 15 mmHg at the
membrane surface. CO2 partial pressure drop over the selective membrane layer totals to roughly 12 mmHg.
An additional partial pressure drop of 2 mmHg occurs in the membrane. No partial pressure gradient in radial
direction can be observed in the lumen. Specific CO2 flux variates from approximately 1000 mL STP/min/m 2 at
the front of the first fibre to 600 - 700 mL STP/min/m2 at the fibre sides and declines to 200 mL STP/min/m2 at
the fiber’s back side. The specific CO2 flux based on simulation results is 570 mL STP/min/m 2.
velocity
magnitude [m/s]

CO2 partial
pressure [mmHg]

Detail a

a

Detail b

specific CO2 flux
[ml STP/min/m2]

b

Figure 4: Velocity magnitude profiles (left) and CO2 partial pressure profiles (middle) in two quantitative scales
applied uniformly to shell, membrane and lumen region. Specific CO2 flux on outer membrane surface (right).

4. Discussion
A clear difference in blood flow pressure loss over the membrane can be observed for the two applied viscosity
models. Using a power law viscosity model with coefficients for human blood gives a lower effective viscosity
and causes an underprediction of the pressure loss while Newtonian viscosity of bovine blood predicts the
pressure loss reasonably. The low average hematocrit of bovine blood (30 %) seems to allow the neglection of
shear-thinning effects. The 11 % deviation from numerical to experimental determined pressure drop at blood
flow rates of 2,960 mL/min could be explained by the inlet pipe Reynolds number of about 2,900. At this flow
rates a turbulence model should be applied, however, flow is expected to turn laminar shortly after the pipe exit.
Micro scale simulation of the CO2 transport overpredicts the specific flux by 350 mL STP/min/m 2 (160 %). This
overprediction was to be expected due to the idealized flow past a non-staggered packing. Furthermore, the
CO2 solubility model used in the CFD simulations was developed for human blood and might not apply for bovine
blood leading to additional deviations from experimental results. Comparing the effective viscosity of human
(3.5 mPa s) and bovine blood (5.8 mPa s) indicates a presumably higher protein concentration in bovine blood
plasma (Windberger et al., 2003). A higher viscosity increases the boundary layer built up at the membrane
surface and could reduce gas exchange performance. This should be considered when determining the blood
gas exchange performance of an oxygenator using non-human blood during in vitro trials. At higher protein
concentrations CO2 species diffusion is reduced additionally (Geers and Gros, 2000). This further amplifies the
built up of the concentration polarization layer at the membrane surface. While bovine blood viscosity was
chosen for the simulations no data for CO2 diffusion coefficients in bovine blood plasma was available.

5. Conclusions
A new CFD approach was developed which allows to determine the gas exchange performance of an
oxygenator by fully resolving the blood gas transport through the membrane as well as flow and species
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transport on blood and sweep gas side. In scope of this work the new CFD approach was applied to a packing
segment of a prototype hollow fiber membrane module. The numerically determined specific transmembrane
CO2 flux amounts to 570 mL STP/min/m2. The results were compared to in vitro trials in which the CO2 removal
performance of the prototype module was determined for bovine blood. A specific CO 2 flux of 220 mL
STP/min/m2 was measured at blood flowrates of 1280 mL/min and an O 2 sweep flow of 983 mL STP/min. The
numerical overprediction (350 mL STP/min/m2) was to be expected due to the reduction of the module geometry
to a packing segment with an idealized cross flow set-up. Additionally, the higher blood viscosity of bovine blood
suggests that CO2 diffusion could be lower than in human blood. For further improvement of the simulation it is
recommended to adjust solubility and diffusion models. By exploiting symmetries of the prototype module larger
parts of the fiber packing will be simulated in future. The spatial and temporal resolution provided by the
proposed CFD approach will give close insights in the membrane oxygenation process and will help to improve
the design of new artificial lungs.
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